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Riverlane is committed to solving quantum er-

isting state-of-the-art, enabling us to process a larger

ror correction (QEC) by overcoming the speed,

number of syndromes using a smaller device footprint

scalability and simulation challenges that the field

while not compromising on logical error rate. In Fig. 1

of quantum computing faces.

We are developing

we present improvements the Riverlane decoder (RL)

Deltaflow.Decode — a full suite of solutions that is

makes over the Union-Find (UF) algorithm [3, 4], one

designed to aid our hardware partners in reaching

of the leading proposals for real-time decoding. Mod-

the goal of fault-tolerant quantum computation far

elling the decoder hardware, we find our improved al-

sooner than previously imaginable. It is estimated that

gorithm to be 60–80% faster on a range of decod-

a utility-scale fault-tolerant quantum computer would

ing tasks. Furthermore, our implementation has a 70%

generate terabytes of QEC data each second [2]. The

smaller memory footprint, significantly improving the

generated data needs to be processed at the rate

device’s power consumption and scalability. Our model

acquired, otherwise, we risk slowing computation to a

is 80% correlated to the performance of the decoder

halt with an ever-growing data backlog [6]. Riverlane

running on an FPGA, and we continue to close this gap.

tackles this challenge by designing dedicated decoding hardware for processing the syndrome data in real
time.

Preserving quantum information and performing
fault-tolerant computation necessitates resolving
multiple rounds of syndromes at a time, without

We have created infrastructure that allows for accel-

creating a backlog. Codes with distance greater than

erated prototyping and simulation of decoders: start-

7 quickly become intractable to decode in real time,

ing with high level models of error correction schemes,

due to the volume of data required to be processed

followed by accurate simulations of potential decoding

in single decoding cycle. This is supported by Figure

hardware, and finally optimal implementation and test-

Fig. 2a), which was calculated using a 1 µs QEC cy-

ing of dedicated hardware. Using this infrastructure we

cle and 500 MHz decoding hardware clock rate, an

have developed a series of improvements over the ex-

assumption we maintain throughout this work.

a)

b)

Figure 1: Improvements of the Riverlane decoder (RLv4.0) over the state-of-the-art Union-Find (UF) algorithm
[3, 4]. (a) Decoding frequency (average number of rounds decoded per second) for different code sizes. The data
is acquired using single-round planar codes with 2% phenomenological noise. The red dashed line sets a bar for
the minimal frequency required for online decoding on superconducting devices. (b) Memory requirements in
bytes for UF and RLv4.0 decoders. Both plots are acquired by using internal tools designed to closely model
hardware implementation.
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Figure 2: Riverlane decoder frequency accounting for measurement errors using rotated planar codes (RLv4.1).
(a) Decoding frequency for different code sizes under different circuit-level depolarizing noise p. (b) Projections
for the online decoding frequency of the Riverlane decoder using an architecture with multiple decoding cores
as opposed to a conventional serial approach (dark green line) for 0.4% circuit-level noise. The red dashed line
sets a bar for the minimal decoding speed required for online decoding on superconducting devices.
Proposed solutions in the literature do not address

essential to adapt the decoder to the noise that arises

the problem of scalability. As we increase the code

during the syndrome extraction circuit. In Fig. 3a, we

distance to further suppress the errors, the decoding

simulate the logical error rate of our decoder on real-

problem becomes more difficult. Therefore, irrespec-

istic circuit-level noise models. We find a clear expo-

tive of how fast the decoder implementation is, there

nential suppression of errors with increasing distance.

will always exist a maximum distance beyond which the

Additionally, we compare our decoder to minimum-

hardware will not keep pace with data acquisition. In

weight perfect matching (MWPM) — the industry stan-

our recent work, Riverlane addresses this key problem

dard for decoding the surface code, despite its scala-

by making our decoder efficiently distributable over

bility concerns. We see only a minor increase in logical

many cores without affecting the accuracy [5], allow-

error rate that is readily compensated for by increas-

ing us to have a bandwidth limited primarily by the

ing the code distance by 1. We have also tested our de-

amount of classical resources that can be dedicated

coder on the data from a real quantum computer pub-

to the task. In Fig. 2b we model the frequency of our

lished by Google Quantum AI [1] in Fig. 3b. We find that

multi-core decoder, comparing it with the conventional

our decoder performs well on the experimental data,

serial approach. We predict that we will be able to de-

with MWPM maintaining only a minor advantage in the

code traditionally challenging distance 11 codes with a

logical error rate. Therefore, we are confident that our

modest number of cores. Furthermore, the extra band-

decoder is capable of tackling real-world problems and

width that our solution can provide is essential for solv-

helping our partners achieve fault-tolerance.

ing more complex problems that arise during logical
operations required for producing entangled qubits.
Finally, although the speed of the decoder is a critical metric, it is important to ensure a strong suppres-

The Riverlane decoder is poised to set a new industry standard for decoding speed, can be scaled to
solve complex decoding problems, and has comparable accuracy to slower MWPM decoders.

sion of logical errors. For good logical performance it is
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Figure 3: Decoder accuracy comparison. (a) Logical error rate as a function of code distance for RLv4.1 (squares
and solid lines) and MWPM (triangles and dashed lines) decoders for different levels of circuit-level noise. (b)
Logical error rate as a function of the number of decoding rounds using MWPM and RLv4.1 decoders on data
from a real quantum computer published by Google Quantum AI [1].
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